
Some of our best riding weather showed up in September this year, but we know that the inevitable is
coming…. That means we have to get prepared for the annual ritual of putting our bikes away. It’s not a
happy event, but one that needs to be carried out to save us time and money down the road. By doing a few
simple tasks before storage, you can avoid many pitfalls in the spring and have your bike running as well
as when you parked it.

Believe it or not, storage maintenance is just as important as maintenance during the riding season. The
following steps will make all the difference when you are ready to roll again in the spring.

So, to get started the very first thing that you should do is WASH and WAX the bike. This will give you
an opportunity to go over the bike thoroughly and spot anything that is starting to go wrong.

1. Engine oil and filter – CHANGE IT - and if yours is separate, change the transmission fluid as well.
Used oil contains contaminants and acids that will eat away at the inside of your engine during prolonged
storage.

2. Check the bike over and fix anything that is broken or in need of repair. If there is something that
needs special attention, such as a broken or cracked part or a fork seal that leaks, fix it now while it is fresh
in your mind. If you do not have the time or inclination to address these issues now, at least make a list of
things to do and tie it to your handlebars so that nothing is forgotten for the next season.

3. Top up the coolant system. If your coolant is a few years old – CHANGE IT. Check your manual and
use a mixture as recommended. Avoid costly damage from freezing!

4. Stabilize your fuel. This is very important! Stale fuel forms varnish and sludge deposits that clog
injectors, fuel lines and carburetors. Often, people wonder why their bikes started well when they put them
away and come spring, it will not start. The answer is generally tainted fuel. Start with fresh fuel - stabilizer
will not improve the performance characteristics of fuel which has already begun to deteriorate. Simply add
a good stabilizer for your fuel, and be sure to run the bike for a few minutes to ensure that it works it’s way
through your fuel system. Then, top off your tank to remove any air pockets where condensation can form.
Be careful though, fuel stabilizer is not one of those things that a little is good and more is better. Too much
stabilizer will actually cause the fuel to start gumming up – READ THE DIRECTIONS!

5. Fog your cylinders. Condensation can form inside your engine during the winter. This can lead to
the formation of rust and corrosion on the cylinder, piston rings and bearings. Long periods of storage may
also dry up the cylinder walls creating the risk of a "dry start". This common cause of engine damage can
easily be prevented with the use of a fogging spray.

6. Drain carburetor (s) if possible. Draining the fuel will help eliminate the possibility of varnish build-
up.

7. Lubricate all cables and drive chain if you have one. Do not allow rust to form on anything.

8. Preserving the look of your bike. Wash thoroughly and then polish or wax all painted surfaces and
chrome. Apply a guard or conditioning for the vinyl, plastic and leather components. Spray light
penetrating oil on bare metal, black exhaust pipes and motor surfaces painted in black.

9. Inflate tires to proper pressure. If possible raise the bike with a bike jack to take weight off of the tires
and suspension. This will help prevent the tires getting flat spots.

10. Remove the battery and store it in a location where it will not freeze. Top up "maintenance type"
batteries with distilled water. Charge the battery every 4 to 6 weeks to keep it topped up.

By carrying out these simple tasks, you can sleep well this winter knowing that your bike will be ready
to go when you are next spring. Rather than waiting for repairs, you can be out riding.
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